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Abstract—Coded multicasting has been shown to improve the
caching performance of content delivery networks with multiple
caches downstream of a common multicast link. However, the
schemes that have been shown to achieve order-optimal perfor-
mance require content items to be partitioned into a number of
packets that grows exponentially with the number of users [1]. In
this paper, we first extend the analysis of the achievable scheme in
[2] to the case of heterogeneous cache sizes and demand distribu-
tions, providing an achievable scheme and an upper bound on the
limiting average performance when the number of packets goes to
infinity while the remaining system parameters are kept constant.
We then show how the scheme achieving this upper bound can
very quickly loose its multiplicative caching gain for finite content
packetization. To overcome this limitation, we design a novel
polynomial-time algorithm based on greedy local graph-coloring
that, while keeping the same content packetization, recovers a
significant part of the multiplicative caching gain. Our results
show that the achievable schemes proposed to date to quantify
the limiting performance, must be properly designed for practical
finite system parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent studies [2]–[9] have been able to characterize the
information theoretic limiting performance of several caching
networks of practical relevance, in which network load scales
inversely linear with cache size, showing great promise to
accommodate the exponential traffic growth experienced in
today’s communication networks [10].
We consider a network with n users, each with a cache
of size M files, sharing a multicast link from a content
source with access to a library of m files. For the worst-
case demand setting, in which each user places a distinct
file request, the authors in [7] presented a deterministic
caching and coded multicasting scheme achieving the order-
optimal transmission rate 1 Θ
(
min{mM ,m, n}
)
.2 However, the
scheme in [7] requires a centralized caching policy and each
file to be partitioned into a number of packets that grows
exponentially with the number of users. In [8], the authors
presented an alternative scheme for the same network that
1We define transmission rate in terms of number of file transmissions or
number of file-unit capacity channel-uses.
2Given two functions f and g, we say that: 1) f(n) = O (g(n)) if there
exists a constant c and integer N such that f(n) ≤ cg(n) for n > N 2)
f(n) = Θ (g(n)) if f(n) = O (g(n)) and g(n) = O (f(n)).
uses a simpler decentralized random caching policy while a
more complex coded multicasting scheme requiring a number
of computations that grows exponentially with the number of
users. Nonetheless, to guarantee the same rate, the file size (or
equivalently the number of packets per file) is required to go
to infinity. In [2], the authors extended the analysis to the case
in which each user places L ∈ {1, . . . ,m} simultaneous file
requests and provided an order-optimal delivery scheme based
on local graph coloring [11] that is able to optimally combine
the gains from coded and naive multicasting depending on the
level of overlapping created by the multiple per-user requests.
In [5], the authors considered the case in which user demands
are characterized by a popularity distribution, and proposed
a scheme consisting of a random popularity-based (RAP)
caching policy and a chromatic-number index coding (CIC)
multicasting scheme, referred to as RAP-CIC, proved to be
order-optimal in terms of average rate. In order to analytically
quantify the performance of RAP-CIC, the authors in [5] re-
sorted to a polynomial-time approximation of CIC, referred as
greedy constrained coloring (GCC) that guarantees the order-
optimal rate in the asymptotic regime of infinite packetization.
Using RAP-GCC, the authors further provided the regions
of the system parameters, characterized by low popularity
skewness and large aggregate cache size nM > m, in which
multiplicative caching gains are potentially achievable.
It is then of key importance to understand if using any
of above mentioned schemes, the promising multiplicative
caching gain can be preserved in practical settings with finite
file packetization. In this paper, we try to address this question
focusing on a non-homogenous caching network with a shared
multicast link, where users make L ∈ {1, . . . ,m} requests
according to possibly different demand distributions and have
possibly different cache sizes. As shown in Fig. 1, this scenario
can be motivated by the presence of both user caches and
cache-enabled small cell base stations, each of which serving
a set of users. In this case, each small cell base station
can be modeled as a user cache placing multiple requests.
To this end, we first introduce RAP-GCLC (RAP-greedy
constrainted local coloring) as an extension to RAP-GCC in
order to quantify the average performance of the to above
non-homogenous shared link network. Next, we focus on the
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regime of finite file packetization and numerically show that
RAP-GCLC cannot guarantee the asymptotic order-optimal
performance. Consequently, we introduce a novel algorithm
referred to as RAP-HgLC (RAP-hierarchical greedy local
coloring), which is shown to recover a significant part of
the asymptotic multiplicative caching gain. This algorithm’s
running time is quadratic in the number of packets.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the network model and problem formulation. The achievable
caching and coded delivery scheme, along with the general
upper bound on the average achievable rate are presented in
Section III. Section IV describes the proposed polynomial-time
delivery scheme. Finally, Section V presents the simulation
results and related discussions.
Mul$cast	  medium
wireless backhaul
Multiple Requests
Single Request
Cache
Served by the Macro Base 
Station
Served by Small Cell Base Stations
Fig. 1. An example of the network model, which consists of a source node
(base station in this figure) having access to the content library and connected
to the users via a shared bottleneck (multicast) link. Each user (end users and
small cell base stations) may have different cache size and request a different
number of files according to their own demand distribution.
II. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a network consisting of a source node with
access to a content library F = {1, . . . ,m} of files with
size F bits, and n user nodes U = {1, . . . , n}. We assume
the source node communicates to the user nodes through a
shared multicast link of finite capacity C. Without loss of
generality, we can assume C = F bits/unit time and measure
the transmission rate of the scheme in units of time necessary
to deliver the requested messages to the users. User u ∈ U
has a storage capacity of size MuF bits (i.e., Mu files).
The channel between the source and all the users follows
a shared error-free deterministic model. User u makes Lu
file requests, each of which follows a probability distribution
qf,u, where qf,u ∈ [0, 1] and
∑m
f=1 qf,u = 1 (i.e., for
each of the Lu requests of user u, file f is chosen with
probability qf,u). All the file requests (by one user or across
users) are assumed to be placed independent of each other.
We denote Q = [qf,u], u ∈ {1, . . . , n}, f ∈ {1, . . . ,m},
as the demand distribution. Let the requested files by user
u be fu = [f1,u, f2,u, . . . , fLu,u]. The goal is to design a
content distribution scheme (i.e., determine the information
stored in the user caches and the multicasted codeword to
be sent to all users through the shared link) such that all
demands are satisfied with probability 1 and the expected
rate R(Q) is minimized.3 The expectation is over the demand
distribution Q. We denote the minimum achievable expected
rate by R∗(Q).
III. ACHIEVABLE SCHEME
In this section, we present an achievable scheme based
on random popularity-based caching and index coding based
delivery.
A. Caching Placement
We partition each file into B equal-size packets, represented
as symbols of F2F/B , where F/B is sufficiently large (see
later). Let C and W denote the realizations of the packet
level caching and demand configurations, respectively, where
Cu,f denotes the packets of file f cached at user u, and Wu,f
denotes the packets of file f requested by user u. We let each
user fill its cache independently (and therefore in a decentral-
ized way) by knowing the caching distribution P = [pf,u],
u ∈ {1, . . . , n}, f ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, with ∑mf=1 pf,u = 1,∀u and
0 ≤ pf,u ≤ 1/Mu,∀f . The caching placement is shown in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Random Popularity-Based Caching (RAP)
1: for all f ∈ F do
2: Each user u caches a subset (Cu,f ) of pf,uMuB distinct
packets of file f uniformly at random.
3: end for
4: return C = [Cu,f ], u ∈ {1, . . . , n}, f ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
B. Coded Multicast Delivery
Our coded delivery scheme is based on local chromatic
number index coding [2], [11]. The directed conflict graph
HC,W = (V, E) is constructed as follows:
• Consider each packet requested by each user as a distinct
vertex in HC,W = (V, E). Hence, each vertex v ∈ V is
uniquely identified by the pair {ρ(v), µ(v)} where ρ(v)
indicates the packet identity associated to the vertex and
µ(v) represents the user requesting it.
• For any pair of vertices v1, v2, we say that vertex (packet)
v1 interferes with vertex v2 if the packet associated to the
vertex v1, ρ(v1), is not in the cache of the user associated
to vertex v2, µ(v2), and ρ(v1) and ρ(v2) do not represent
the same packet. Then, draw a directed edge from vertex
v2 to vertex v1 if v1 interferes with v2.
We focus on encoding functions of the following form: for
the request vectors fu, u ∈ U , the multicast codeword is given
by
X{fu,u∈U} =
∑
v∈V
ωvgv = Gω, (1)
3The expected rate is defined as the average minimum number of file
transmissions.
where ωv is the binary vector corresponding to packet v,
represented as a (scalar) symbol of the extension field F2F/B ,
the ν-dimensional vector gv ∈ Fν2F/B is the coding vector
of packet ρ(v) and where we let G = [g1, . . .g|V|] and
ω = [ω1, . . . , ω|V|]T. The number of columns ν of G yields
the number of packet transmissions. Hence, the transmission
rate is given by ν/B file units. To find the desired ν, we
introduce the definition of the local chromatic number:
Definition 1: (Local Chromatic Number) The directed
local chromatic number of a directed graph Hd is defined as:
χlc(Hd) = min
c∈C
max
v∈V
|c(N+(v))| (2)
where C denotes the set of all vertex-colorings of H, with
H indicating the undirected version of Hd,4 V denotes the
vertices of Hd, N+(v) is the closed out-neighborhood of
vertex v,5 and c(N+(v)) is the total number of colors in
N+(v) for the given coloring c. ♦
It can be shown that, for sufficiently large F/B, there exists
a G such that a valid index code can be found whose length is
equal to the local chromatic number, and whose correspoding
transmission rate is given by χlc(Hd)/B. We refer to this
coding scheme as LCIC (local chromatic index coding). The
design of G is given by [2], [11]. 6, and an example is given
in the following:
Example 1: We consider a network with n = 3 users
denoted as U = {1, 2, 3} and m = 3 files denoted as
F = {A,B,C}. We assume M = 1 and sub-packetize each
file into three packets. For example, A = {A1,A2,A3}. Let
pA,u =
1
3 , pB,u =
1
3 and pC,u =
1
3 for u ∈ {1, 2, 3}, which
means that one packet from each of A,B,C will be stored
in each user’s cache. We assume a caching realization C is
given by: user u caches {Au,Bu,Cu} (Cu,A = {Au},Cu,B =
{Bu},Cu,C = {Cu}). We let each user make one request.
Specifically, we let user 1 request A, user 2 request A and
user 3 request B (f1 = {A}, f2 = {A}, f3 = {B}) such that
W1,A = {A2,A3},W2,A = {A1,A3},W3,B = {B1,B2}.
The conflict graph and the corresponding coloring are shown
in Fig. 2. We can see that the total number of colors needed,
the chromatic number in this case, is 5, while the local coloring
number, or the local chromatic number in this case, is 4. We
construct G by using the generator matrix of a (5, 4) MDS
code, which is given by:
1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 1
 . (3)
Then, we allocate the same vector to the vertex (packet) with
the same color as shown in Fig. 2. Hence, the transmitted
4An edge is undirected if the edge is present in either direction.
5Closed out-neighborhood of vertex v includes vertex v and all the
connected vertices via out-going edges of v.
6Instead of using local chromatic number it is also straightforward to use
fractional local chromatic number to design the coding vector G as illustrated
in [2], [11].
codeword is given by A1⊕A2, A1⊕A3, A1⊕B1, A1⊕B2,
of length 4/3 file units. ♦
A1
A2
A3
A3
B1
B2

1
0
0
0


0
1
0
0


0
1
0
0


0
0
1
0


0
0
0
1


1
1
1
1

Fig. 2. An illustration of the directed conflict graph and the corresponding
index code. The coloring of the graph is given by the colors of the fonts. The
total number of colors is 5, and the local coloring number is 4.
It is worth noticing that given C and W, for any valid
coloring scheme c of HC,W, and its associated local coloring
number, for sufficiently large F/B, there always exists an
index code G, such that the total number of transmissions
in terms of packets is given by the local coloring number
maxv∈V |c(N+(v))|, and the corresponding transmission rate
is maxv∈V |c(N+(v))|/B.
C. Achievable Expected Rate
Given n,m,M and the demand distribution Q, our goal
is to find the caching distribution P that minimizes the
expected rate RLCIC(P,Q) ∆= limB→∞E[χlc(HC,W)/B].7
Let L = maxu Lu and order Lu, u ∈ U as a decreasing
sequence L[1] ≥ L[2] ≥ L[3], . . . , L[n], where L[i] is the
i-th largest Lu and [i] = u for some u ∈ U . It can
be seen that L[1] = maxu Lu and L[n] = minu Lu. Let
nj =
∑
[i] 1{L[i]−j ≥ 0}, where 1 ≤ j ≤ L[1] and 1{·} is the
indicator function. Let Unj = {[i] ∈ U : 1{L[i] − j ≥ 0}}. In
the next theorem we provide an upper bound of RLCIC(P,Q)
given by the rate achievable with a greedy constrained local
coloring (GCLC) scheme which is described in details in
the next section (see Section IV-A) and can be seen as a
generalization of the GCC scheme presented in [5].
Theorem 1: For any given m, n, Mu, and Q, when B →∞,
the expected rate RLCIC(P,Q) achieved by a content distri-
bution scheme that uses caching policy in Algorithm 1 with
caching distribution {P = [pf,u] :
∑m
f=1 pf,u = 1,∀u; 0 ≤
pf,u ≤ 1/Mu,∀f, u}, and LCIC transmission, satisfies:8
RLCIC(P,Q) ≤ RGCLC(P,Q) ∆= min{ψ(P,Q), m¯− M¯},
(4)
7HC,W denotes the random conflict graph, which is a function of the random
caching and demand configurations, C and W, respectively.
8A stronger version Theorem 1 states the following stronger result:
lim
F→∞
P
(
E[χlc(HC,W)/B] ≤ RGCLC(P,Q) + 
)
= 1, where the expec-
tation is taken over only the demand distribution Q.
In (4),
m¯ =
m∑
f=1
(
1−
n∏
u=1
(1− qf,u)Lu
)
, (5)
and
M¯ =
m∑
f=1
min
u
pf,u
(
1−
n∏
u=1
(1− qf,u)Lu
)
, (6)
and
ψ(P,Q) =
L∑
j=1
n∑
`=1
∑
U`⊂Unj
m∑
f=1
∑
u∈U`
ρf,u,U`(1− pf,uMu)nj−`+1(pf,uMu)`−1,
where U` denotes a set of users with cardinality ` and
ρf,u,U`
∆
=
P(f = arg max
fu∈f(U`)
(pf,uMu)
`−1(1− pf,uMu)nj−`+1),
denotes the probability that f is the file whose pf,u maximizes
the term (pf,uMu)`−1(1− pf,uMu)n−`+1) among f(U`) (the
set of files requested by U`). 
Under homogeneous demand distribution, cache size and
number of request per user, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 1: Let qf,u = qf ,Mu = M,Lu = L,∀u ∈ U and
L = {1, . . . ,m}, then pf,u = pf ,∀u ∈ U and when B →∞,
RLCIC(P,Q) is given by (4), where
m¯ =
m∑
f=1
(
1− (1− qf )nL
)
, (7)
and
M¯ =
m∑
f=1
pf
(
1− (1− qf )nL
)
, (8)
and
ψ(P,Q) =
L
n∑
`=1
(
n
`
) m∑
f=1
ρf,`(1− pfM)n−`+1(pfM)`−1, (9)
where ρf,`
∆
= P(f = argmax
j∈D
(pjM)
`−1(1−pjM)n−`+1) de-
notes the probability that file f is the file whose pf maximizes
the term
(
(pjM)
`−1(1− pjM)n−`+1
)
among D, which is a
set of ` i.i.d. demands distributed as q. It can be seen that ρf,`
is easy to evaluate. 
Due to space limitations, the proof of Theorem 1 is not
included in this paper. Corollary 1 can be obtained directly
from Theorem 1.
Using the explicit expression for RGCLC(P,Q) in Theorem
1, we can optimize the caching distribution for a wide class
of heterogeneous network models in order to minimize the
number of transmissions. We use P∗ to denote the caching
distribution that minimizes RGCLC(P,Q). It is worth noticing
that for the homogeneous case described above, where qf,u =
qf ,Mu = M,Lu = 1,∀u ∈ U , RGCLC(P∗,Q) is indeed
order optimal, as proved in [5].
IV. POLYNOMIAL-TIME ALGORITHMS
In this section, we propose two efficient coloring algorithms
for coded multicasting in heterogeneous shared link caching
networks. We first introduce a polynomial-time greedy con-
strained local coloring (GCLC) algorithm, which generalizes
the greedy constrained coloring (GCC) used in [5] to quantify
the order-optimal performance of homogeneous shared link
networks in the asymptotic regime of B →∞. In fact, GCLC
is the scheme whose asymptotic (B → ∞) average rate for
heterogeneous shared link networks has been used in (4) to
upper bound the asymptotic rate of LCIC. It is also easy
to verify that GCLC achieves the same performance as the
algorithm given in [2] for the worst-case demand setting in
homogeneous shared link networks.
We then present a novel coded multicasting algorithm called
hierarchical greedy local coloring (HgLC) that fully exploits
the structure of the problem and also exhibits polynomial-
time complexity. In Section V, we show that for finite file
packetization, while GCLC loses the multiplicative caching
gain, HgLC is able to approach the limiting performance and
recover a significant part of the multiplicative caching gain.
A. GCLC (Greedy Constrained Local Coloring)
The GCLC algorithm works by computing two valid local
colorings of the conflict graph HC,W, referred to as GCLC1
and GCLC2. GCLC then compares the rate achieved by the
two coloring solutions and constructs the transmission code
based on the coloring with minimum rate.
Let Wu be the set of requested packets by user u, and
Cu the set of cached packets by user u. We define Tv =
{µ(v)} ∪ {u ∈ U : ρ(v) ∈ Cu}. Then, GCLC1 is given by
Algorithm 2. Observe that GCLC1 computes a valid coloring
of the conflict graph HC,W and its associated local coloring
number. Note that both the outer while-loop starting at line
3 and the inner for-loop starting at line 6 iterate at most |V|
times, respectively, while all other operations inside the loops
take constant time. Therefore, the complexity of GCLC1 is
O(|V|2), which is polynomial in |V| (or n,B).
Algorithm 2 GCLC1
1: Let C = ∅;
2: Let c = ∅;
3: while V 6= ∅ do
4: Pick an arbitrary vertex v in V; Let I = {v};
5: Let V ′ = V \ {v};
6: for all v′ ∈ V ′ with |Tv′ | = |Tv| do
7: if {There is no edge between v′ and I} then
8: I = I ∪ v′;
9: end if
10: end for
11: Color all the vertices in I by c /∈ C;
12: Let c[I] = c;
13: V = V \ I.
14: end while
15: return maxv∈V |c(N+(v))| and the corresponding c(N+(v))
for each v;
Algorithm 3 HgLC1
1: C = ∅;
2: c = ∅;
3: choose a ∈ [0, 1]
4: choose b ∈ [0, 1]
5: for all i = n, n− 1, . . . , 2, 1 do
6: for all v ∈ Gi and |Kv| = i do
7: I = {v};
8: for all v′ ∈ Gi \ I with |Kv′ | = |Kv| do
9: if {There is no edge between v′ and I} then
10: I = I ∪ v′;
11: end if
12: end for
13: if |I| = i then
14: Color all the vertices in I by c /∈ C;
15: c[I] = c, C = C ∪ c;
16: Gi = Gi \ I;
17: end if
18: end for
19: for all v ∈ Gi with v randomly picked from W1 ⊂ Gi do
20: I = {v};
21: Qi = Gi \ I;
22: for all v′ ∈ Qi with v′ randomly picked from W2 ⊂ Qi.
do
23: if {There is no edge between v′ and I} then
24: I = I ∪ v′;
25: Qi = Qi \ {v′};
26: else
27: Qi = Qi \ {v′};
28: end if
29: end for
30: if |I| ≥ i then
31: Color all the vertices in I by c /∈ C;
32: c[I] = c, C = C ∪ c;
33: Gi = Gi \ I;
34: else
35: Gi = Gi \ {v}, Gi−1 = Gi−1 ∪ {v};
36: end if
37: end for
38: end for
39: c =LocalSearch(HC,W, c, C);
40: return maxv∈V |c(N+(v))| and the corresponding c(N+(v))
for each v;
On the other hand, GCLC2 computes the minimum coloring
of HC,W subject to the constraint that only the vertices rep-
resenting the same packet are allowed to have the same color.
In this case, the total number of colors is equal to the number
of distinct requested packets, and the coloring can be found in
O(|V|2). Then, it remains to find maxv∈V |c(N+(v))|. It can
be seen that this scheme achieves the same rate as sending
linear random combinations of all requested packets.
This scheme, GCLC, was shown in [2] to be order-optimal
when B →∞ for the homogeneous shared link network with
L requests per user, in the worst-case demand setting.
B. Hierarchical greedy Local Coloring (HgLC)
Similar to GCLC, HgLC also works by first computing two
valid local colorings of the conflict graph HC,W, referred
to as HgLC1 and HgLC2. Then, the transmission code is
constructed based on the coloring with minimum rate. In this
case, HgLC2 is the same as GCLC2, while HgLC1 is described
by Algorithm 3.
We guide the reader through Algorithm 3 in the following.
Let Kv = {∀u ∈ U : ρ(v) ∈ Wu ∪ Cu} and Gi = {v :
|Kv| = i}. We consider Gi to represent the ith hierarchy. For
HgLC1, we start from hierarchy n. First, we color a subset of
vertices in Gn with the same color if: they have the same
|Kv| = n, the cardinality of such set is n, and there are
no links between any two vertices of such set in the conflict
graph. Then, we merge the uncolored vertices in Gn with Gn−1
(Gn−1 = Gn−1 ∪ Gn, line 35 of Algorithm 3) to form a new
hierarchy n− 1. In the hierarchy n− 1, again, we first color
a subset of vertices in Gn−1 with the same color if: they have
the same |Kv| = n−1, the cardinality of such set is n−1 and
there are no links between any two vertices of such set in the
conflict graph. Next, we try to color the uncolored vertices
in Gn−1 according to the following procedure: 1) randomly
pick a vertex v from W1 ⊂ Gn−1 , 2) color with the same
color the chosen vertex v and the other vertices v′ ∈ W2
whose |Kv′ | are “close” to |Kv| in a greedy manner. Here,
W1 denotes a set of vertices with “small” |Kv|, v ∈ Gn−1 or
“large degree” in HC,W and the value of a ∈ [0, 1] control
the size of W1. Formally, W1 = {v ∈ Gi : minv∈Gi |Kv| ≤
|Kv| ≤ minv∈Gi |Kv|+ ba (maxv∈Gi |Kv| −minv∈Gi |Kv|)c}.
For example, if a = 0, then W1 denotes the vertex with
the smallest |Kv|. W2 ⊂ Gi \ {v} is defined as W2 =
{v′ ∈ Qi : minv′∈Qi |Kv′ | ≤ |Kv′ | ≤ minv′∈Qi |Kv′ | +
bb (maxv′∈Qi |Kv′ | −minv′∈Qi |Kv′ |)c}, where Qi is defined
in Algorithm 3 and b ∈ [0, 1]. For example, if b = 0, then we
start from the vertex v′ such that |Kv′ | − |Kv| is minimized.
Here, we are looking for the independent set with size at least
i in the ith hierarchy in a greedy manner. After this second
coloring procedure, we union the uncolored vertices with the
vertices of the next hierarchy, which in this case, is Gn−2.
Then, we repeat the same procedure for all the hierarchies.
Finally, in line 39 of Algorithm 3, we use a function called
LocalSearch to further reduce the required number of colors.
The LocalSearch function is described by Algorithm 4 It can
be shown that the complexity of HgLC1 is given by O(n|V|2).
V. SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we numerically analyze the performance of
HgLC for finite file packetization by assuming the random
popularity-based (RAP) caching policy in Algorithm 1. We
first introduce the achievable rate of the benchmark scheme
LFU (Least Frequently Used)9, given by:
RLFU =
m∑
f=minu{Mu}+1
1− ∏
u∈U{Mu<f}
(1− qf,u)Lu
 ,
(10)
where U{Mu<f} denotes the set of users with Mu < f .
For simplicity and to illustrate the effectiveness of HgLC,
we consider a homogenous scenario in which users request
9LFU discards the least frequently requested file upon the arrival of a new
file to a full cache of size Mu files. In the long run, this is equivalent to
caching the Mu most popular files.
Algorithm 4 LocalSearch(HC,W, c, C)
1: for all c ∈ C do
2: Let Jc be the set of vertices whose color is c;
3: Let B = ∅;
4: Let cˆ = c;
5: for all i ∈ Jc do
6: A = ∅;
7: for all j ∈ N (i) do
8: A = A ∪ c[j];
9: if C \ A 6= ∅ then
10: c′ is randomly picked from C \ A;
11: cˆ[i] = c′;
12: B = B ∪ {i};
13: end if
14: end for
15: if |B| = |Jc| then
16: c = cˆ;
17: C = C \ c;
18: end if
19: end for
20: end for
21: return c;
files according to a common Zipf demand distribution with
parameter γ ∈ {0.2, 0.4} and all caches have size M files.
We assume two types of users. In one case, they represent
end devices requesting only one file each (L = 1). In a second
case, they represent helpers/small-cells, each serving 10 end
user devices, and consequently collecting at most L = 10
distinct requests. Moreover, we let the caching distribution to
be uniform, which means that P is chosen as a m-dimensional
vector taking value of 1m .
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Fig. 3(a) plots the average rate for a network with n = 80
users with γ = 0.4, when L = 1 and B = 200. Observe how
the significant caching gains (with respect to LFU) quantified
by the upper bound (GCLC with B = ∞) are completely
lost when using GCLC with finite packetization. On the other
hand, observe how HgLC remarkably preserves most of the
promising multiplicative caching gains for the same values of
file packetization. For example, in Fig. 3(a), if M doubles
from M = 200 to M = 400, then the rate achieved by HgLC
essentially halves from 20 to 10. Furthermore, HgLC is able to
achieve a factor of 5 rate reduction from LFU for M = 500.
For the same regime, it is straightforward to verify that neither
GCLC nor LFU exhibit this property.11 Note from Fig. 3(a),
that in order to guarantee a rate of 20, GCLC requires a cache
size of M = 500, while HgLC can reduce the cache size
requirement to M = 200, a 2.5× cache size reduction. Finally,
we notice that the computational time required by HgLC in
the scenario of Fig. 3(a), with B = 200 and M = 200 (20%
of the library size), computed as Matlab-cputime /10 on an
intel i5 2.4 GHz processor, is around 30s.
10The caching distribution P∗ can be obtained by minimizing
RGCLC(P,Q) in (4) among all P described by a m-dimensional vector
taking value in { 1
m˜
, 0} in practice, as suggested in [5].
11While LFU can only provide an additive caching gain, additive and
multiplicative gains may show indistinguishable when M is comparable
to the library size m. Hence, one needs to pick a reasonably small M
(m
n
< M  m) to observe the multiplicative caching gain of HgLC.
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Fig. 3. Average number of transmissions in a heterogeneous shared link
network with m = 1000. a) n = 80, L = 1, α = 0.4; b) n = 20, L = 10,
α = 0.2.
Fig. 3(b), plots the average rate for a network with n =
20 helper/small-cell each serving 10 users making requests
according to a Zip distribution with γ = 0.2. Hence the total
number of distinct requests per helper is up to Lu = 10,∀u ∈
{1, . . . , 20}. In this case, we assume B = 100. Observe first
the order-optimal asymptotic rate (shown in red). Note from
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) that when Lu increases (from Lu = 1 to
Lu = 10), while the average rate per request reduces, the gains
with respect to LFU also reduce. This is explained by the fact
that when aggregating multiple requests per user, there is a
higher number of overlapping requests, which increases the
opportunities for naive multicasting, as clearly characterized
in [2]). Note, however, that HgLC is able to, remarkably, keep
similar gains with respect LFU in this multiple request setting,
and approach the asymptotic performance even with just B =
100 packets per file, confirming the effectiveness of the local
coloring procedures in HgLC.
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